Clinical implications of body composition assessment by computed tomography in metastatic renal cell carcinoma.
According to computed tomography image analysis, skeletal muscle (SM) and adipose tissue areas vary widely in patients with the same body mass index or the same body surface area. Body composition variables such as SM mass, SM density and subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissue have shown value as potential independent predictive factors for survival in cancer patients, although data for patients with renal cell carcinoma (RCC) undergoing targeted therapy remain relatively scarce. Confirmation of their prognostic value is required before they can be considered useful adjuncts to conventional predictive models of survival in RCC patients. In addition, variability in SM mass might affect drug toxicity, with patients with a low rather than high SM mass being at a higher risk of toxicity. A dose tailored to the individual patient's SM mass might lower toxicity in RCC patients, enable completion of the treatment plan and thus impact favorably on treatment effectiveness.